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DELLER Safety Heat Exchangers is a medium-
sized company in the fields of apparatus and plant
construction and a leader in the construction
of safety heat exchangers. Our customers are
well-known companies in the chemical and
pharmaceutical industry, the petrochemical
industry, the food industry and the energy sector.

We rely on individual, innovative solutions and
consider ourselves our customers’ partner. We
realize complex requirements, from the manu-
facture of individual products to the planning,
production and assembly of entire plants. We utilize
state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques and
trust on the competence of every single employee.

Who we are



Leaders in
pharmaceutical and
chemical process
technology

Experts in heat engineering
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Product portfolio

Capable and comprehensible
We know how important a clear and comprehensi-
ble explanation of our services is – even in the very
first stages of preparing an offer. We don’t hide
any expenses in specialist terms and communicate
clearly and proficiently.

Innovative and efficient
Because we know how crucial efficient and
economical apparatuses are in the everyday plant
operations of our customers, we include modern
and innovative technology in our products.

Transparency and candor
We believe that a transparent communication that
quickly answers pending questions settles any
doubts, makes for solutions, and contributes to
a good relationship and an even better cooperation.

Large network
Due to our integration in the ZILONIS corporate
group we can access a large, technologically
conscious and innovative network of suppliers and
logistics operations. Our customers profit from this
as well.

Ecological footprint
Our internal guiding principle demands and
promotes the application of modern technology,
which minimizes the ecological footprint in our and
our customers’ companies.

Research and funding
With this in mind we engage in current research
projects. We embed these sustainable experiences
in our current projects, by which means one can
operate our products more efficiently and eco
nomically.

That is why our
customers trust us
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Our core competencies

Engineering
The heat exchanger that suits your needs!

The foundation of customer-oriented solutions is
the detailed analysis of the customer’s require-
ments. This results in a precise thermohydraulic
observation of the means we continuously imple-
ment in our apparatuses. In addition to the overall
technical planning, we especially focus on produ-
cing powerful and even more efficient apparatuses
when developing our heat exchangers.

Consulting and sales
Individual and personal consulting

We take heat a step further, starting with your
request. As a job producer with our own design
software, we provide you with the ideal solution for
your specific requirements. During the planning
stage, you will receive a detailed quote with all
technical information.

Production
Individual solutions – made in Germany

A real net output ratio of almost 100 per cent
makes for the necessary flexibility and grants
us a very fast response time so that we are able
to support you as best as possible in case of
production downtimes. CNC-based sheet metal
forming and tube processing combined with
conventional manufacturing techniques and highly
skilled welders lead to the highest possible quality
in terms of pressure vessel construction.

Design
Innovation and flexibility

In consideration of national and international guide
lines we create innovative and customeroriented
apparatuses. Our expertise in constructing
pressure vessels allows for utmost operating safety
throughout the entire service life.

Quality management
The focus of our occupation is on quality

In order for our manufactured products to serve
their intended purpose and be operated as
persistent as possible, we attach great value to
quality and the adherence to crucial standards and
regulations. Our certifications include:

• DIN EN ISO 9001:2015

• DGRL 2014/68/EU (PED) Module A/A2

• DGRL 2014/68/EU (PED) H/H1

• DIN EN ISO 3834; AD2000 HP0

• ASME U-Stamp

• TR 032

Service
Our heat exchanger for your market

IGEFA WEINBRENNER energy solutions offers heat
exchangers and procedural apparatuses for various
different industries and markets. Moreover, we
offer calculations in the fields of thermodynamics
and stability in consideration of international
guidelines.



Profitability
through energy
efficiency

Your reliable partner
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At a glance

Industries and branches
• Chemical and petrochemical industry

• Pharmaceutical industry

• Food industry

• Energy and environmental technology

• Plant construction

Products
• U-tube heat exchangers

• Straight tube heat exchangers

• Floating-head heat exchangers

• Pharmaceutical/sterile heat exchangers

• Safety heat exchangers

• Hairpin heat exchangers

• Steam generators/steam converters

• Double-tube heat exchangers

Dimensions and Materials
• Diameter: up to 3.000mm / 10 ft

• Length: up to 10.000mm / 30 ft

• Total weight: up to 20 tons

• Operating pressure: up to 300 bar

• Heat-resistant steels, fine-grain structural steels

• Chromium-nickel steels

• Copper and copper alloys

• Nickel-based alloys and pure nickel

• Titanium

• Other materials on request

Application areas of safety
heat exchangers
• Cooling systems

• Evaporators

• Heating systems

• Condensers

Design pressure
• Shell side: up to 50 bar

• Tube side: up to 200 bar

Design temperature
• Shell side: up to 400 °C

• Tube side: up to 400 °C

Number of flow paths
• Shell side: 1 - 4 flows

• Tube side: up do 16 flows

Outside and inside tubes
• Each welded
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The principle of DELLER
safety heat exchangers

Double tubes and double tube plates create a
safety space that works as a buffer. The safety
space ensures that in case of a leakage, neither
mixing nor contamination of the media carried
on the tube and shell side can occur. This buffer
space is usually empty and can be monitored in the
pressure or vacuum range.

The safety space is created by a hydraulic
expansion of the inner tubes to the inner profiled
outer tubes (Fig. 1), thereby maintaining maxi-
mum contact between the inner and outer tubes
and limiting the capillary safety space to the size
required for the function (Fig. 2).

Alternatively, the heat transfer can also be opti-
mized by using a neutral liquid in the safety space.
If a leakage occurs, the pressure in the safety
room increases and causes an optical or acoustic
alarm signal. The repair or replacement of the heat
exchanger can be planned, an emergency shut-
down is not necessary.

The safety heat exchangers by DELLER can also be
built with a drawable tube bundle and are therefore
extremely easy to maintain.

SAFETY
FIRST

Fig. 1: Double tube cross section of a
safety heat exchanger

Fig. 2: After hydraulic expansion

Shell side:
Medium input

Shell side:
Medium otput

Capillary safety space

Inner profiled outer tube

Inner tube

Safety space

Tube side medium

Safety space

Tube side:
Medium output

Tube side:
Medium input
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Extended product range
through synergies from our
corporate group
IGEFA WEINBRENNER energy solutions develops,
constructs and manufactures individual heat exchangers
for energy-efficient plants in various industries.

EUGEN BÜDENBENDER Behälter- und Apparatebau
stands for individual services beyond all process steps.
For more than 70 years we have been manufacturing
customer-specific tanks and instruments.

XELSION stands for customer-oriented and tailor-made
solutions for plate heat exchangers and is constantly
expanding its portfolio with efficient and costeffective
heat transfer products.

Product types:
• Steam generators

• Condensers

• Electric heating systems

• Service water heaters

• Pressure vessels

• Buffer tanks

• Water heaters

• Hot water storage tanks

• Drinking water containers

• Compressed air tanks

• Cold tanks heating bundles

• Feed water degassing systems

• Condensate tanks

• Separators

• Settling tanks

• Exhaust air silencers

• Thermal oil tanks

• Pressure transmitters

• Starting air receivers

• Spacial tanks

• Stainless steel plate heat exchangers

• Sealed plate heat exchangers

• Brazed plate heat exchangers

• Plate & Shell

Our markets:
• Food industry
• Building technology
• Brewing and beverage industry
• Renewables /Energy sector
• Chemistry and petrochemistry
• Pulp and paper industry





DELLER Safety Heat Exchangers

Langenauer Straße 2, D-57078 Siegen

Tel.: +49 271 806-0
Fax: +49 271 806-215

info@deller-siegen.de
www.deller-siegen.de


